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From USA Today bestselling author of romantic suspense and medical thrillers, Lisa Harris,
comes the prequel to a brand new series.When Dr. Hope McQuaid stops at the scene of an
accident on a lonely west Texas highway, she ends up being used as bargaining chip for two
dangerous fugitives with nothing to lose. Officer Chase Beckett intervenes in the hostage
situation, but he will have to risk his own life to save his high school sweetheart—the one woman
he’s never been able to forget.*The Last Day is a Novella*FALLOUT SERIESPrequel: The Last
DayBook 1: SurvivalBook 2: HuntedBook 3: FrequencyBook 4: DeceptionBook 5:
ShatteredBook 6: AftermathSELECTED PRAISE FOR LISA HARRIS“This whirlwind fast-paced
chase will please fans of Terri Blackstock.” Publishers Weekly on The Chase“An excellent thriller
with well-drawn characters, and the suspenseful start to Harris' new U.S. Marshals series, this
will please fans of Catherine Coulter and J. T. Ellison’s Brit in the FBI series.” Booklist on The
Escape“Lisa Harris never fails to bring an action-packed, adrenaline-filled romantic suspense to
her readers.” Interviews & Reviews on The Escape“The Traitor’s Pawn by Lisa Harris is full of
action, mystery, and suspense. From the first page to the last, Lisa Harris captured my full
attention.” Urban Lit Magazine on The Traitor’s Pawn“Lisa Harris has quickly become one of my
favorite romantic suspense writers.” Radiant Lit Blog on Missing“An exciting, well-crafted tale of
romantic suspense from veteran thriller-writer Harris.” Booklist on A Secret to Die ForABOUT
THE AUTHORLISA HARRIS is a USA Today bestselling author, a Christy Award finalist for
Blood Ransom, Vendetta, and Port of Origin, Christy Award winner for Dangerous Passage, and
the winner of the Best Inspirational Suspense Novel for 2011 (Blood Covenant) and 2015
(Vendetta) from Romantic Times. She has forty plus novels and novellas in print.~The Last Day
is the prequel to the new Fallout series. Each novel contains a standalone mystery, but there are
overarching stories that tie together the entire series.

Book DescriptionGet to the heart of Bilbao & San Sebastián and begin your journey now! --This
text refers to the paperback edition.
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THE LAST DAYLISA HARRISCopyright © 2021 by Lisa HarrisAll rights reserved.No part of this
book may be reproduced in any form or by any electronic or mechanical means, including
information storage and retrieval systems, without written permission from the author, except for
the use of brief quotations in a book review.CONTENTSChapter 1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter
4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter 10Chapter 11Survival Sneak
PeekDay OneChapter OneAlso by Lisa HarrisAbout the AuthorSelected Praise for Lisa HarrisUS
Marshal SeriesThe Escape Sneak PeekAgents of Mercy SeriesCHAPTER ONEChase Beckett
gripped the steering wheel as the white pickup he was chasing sped ahead of him toward the
rugged grouping of mountains in the distance. The gravel road straightened for a few hundred
feet then headed down another narrow, off-road stretch. He pressed down on the accelerator as
he worked to hug the road in an attempt to avoid going into the gully on his right.Today, though,
Chase wasn’t sure if his suspects’ decision to take the unmaintained roads that weaved between
desert shrubs and white-thorn acacias was stupid or genius. Many of these roads had eroded
sections and creek crossings and were challenging to maneuver on a good day.He put a call
through on his radio. “Dispatch, what’s the status of my backup.”“The county sheriff’s office has
been alerted, but they’re at least twenty minutes out.”Chase frowned. The slow response wasn’t
a surprise, but it did mean that if he managed to stop the other vehicle, he was going to be
outnumbered. And he knew for certain that the suspects in front of him were both armed and
dangerous. On top of that, in another mile or two, radio coverage would be nonexistent, which
meant if something happened, he was going to be completely cut off from any help.His
adrenaline level ratcheted up a notch. Chase shifted gears and slowed down as the road
narrowed next to the steep drop-off. “What about the suspect the chief was after?”“He’s being
taken into custody now,” dispatch answered.“Do we have an ID on any of them?”“Three of the
four suspects have been identified. Wyatt and Rowen Hartman, brothers, and Tommy Forge. I’m
sending detailed information to your phone. We’ve also sent out a blue alert.”His stomach
cinched. “Copy that.”The list of names sent a chill through him. He’d heard of Rowen “Row”
Hartman. The man had a list of felonies, including a string of armored car robberies over the past
two months. During the last robbery he had added attempted murder and murder to the list after
leaving a guard dead and a police officer in ICU. While Amber alerts were sent out to inform the
public of a child abduction, the blue alert was sent out to help protect the public from dangerous
offenders on the run. And to help law enforcement track them down quickly.Chase slowed down
as the tires of his vehicle slipped beneath him, then stopped. Mud was the dreaded X factor out
here, and today’s rain had transformed parts of the road into a sticky mess. The worst thing he
could do was let the tires keep spinning and start digging holes beneath him, spelling disaster.
He turned the steering wheel back and forth in order to get some traction and pressed down on
the accelerator again. He felt the car crawl forward. Another foot and he’d be free.The wheels
spun then finally caught. The vehicle shot forward, barely missing a tree stump at the edge of the



muddy patch. Dirty water sprayed across the windshield, blinding his view. He switched on the
windshield wipers and strained to see the terrain ahead as he sped to catch up with the
suspects.Jaw tensed, he flew back up the hill, slowly bridging the gap once again between him
and the other vehicle. His heart rate began to drop as he drew in a deep breath then slowly blew
it out. But it wasn’t over yet. Sunlight reflected off another large puddle ahead of him. His right
hand gripped the hand brake as he slowed down a second time. His tires spun as he rounded
the turn then caught sight of the other vehicle taking the turn way too fast.In one massive roll, the
car ahead of him flipped down the narrow embankment. He could hear metal screeching as the
car slid across the ground then finally came to a stop.Chase jumped out of his own vehicle and
ran toward the pickup, gun in hand. He forced open the driver’s side door.The vehicle was
empty.CHAPTER TWOHope McQuaid hadn’t planned to be in Shadow Ridge this fall. She still
had the email in her inbox offering to renew her contract for another three years as a family
practitioner in Grapevine, Texas. In fact, when she’d left for school over a decade ago, she’d
promised herself she wouldn’t return to the isolated town in the middle of west Texas except to
visit.Shadow Ridge was far too small with no malls, no delivery options, and no airport. No.
She’d never wanted to grow old in a little slice of Mayberry. She wanted her choice of takeout,
multiple shopping centers, sports arenas, and coffee shops, but most of all, she wanted to work
in a bustling hospital where resources for her patients were extensive, there was potential for
promotion, and an actual benefit package that came with the job.She reached down and
squeezed the tiny stuffed hedgehog hanging from her key chain. Eight-year-old Ellie Parker had
somehow managed to change all of that.Maybe it was because she was older now, but the
desire to move back to a place where everyone knew her had been building over the past few
months. A place where community really meant something, where there was no rush hour traffic,
and always a brilliant night sky. A place where maybe—just maybe—she’d be able to make a
difference. And so she’d done the unthinkable and signed on the dotted line to become the
doctor in her hometown, taking over for the retiring Dr. Goodman. Still, while she might be
confident in her skills, she wasn’t naïve. The pressure and responsibility was going to be
intense.But somehow, that was okay.A hawk soared above her, striking against the blue sky as
she followed the stretch of road that seemed to go on forever beneath the expansive Texas sky.
Maybe she’d missed home more than she’d let herself think. This was not the metroplex she’d
just left behind. Instead of the bustling city, the landscape had transformed into a desert setting
with forested mountains framing the arid terrain. The same desert and nearby mountains that
had been her playground growing up. Returning to Shadow Ridge might mean she wouldn’t be
able to order takeout from her favorite Chinese restaurant, but it did mean horseback riding at
her parents’ ranch, dinner at her best friend Morgan’s diner, Fourth of July parades, shopping at
Grady’s grocery store, and weekend movie marathons at the Hartz theater.Hope’s phone rang,
and she turned down the road-trip mix she’d created to take the call. “Morgan. . .hey.”“Where are
you, girl?”She glanced at the familiar stretch of road. “About thirty minutes away, which means
I’m about to go through another dead zone.”“Then I’m glad I caught you. I need you to stop by the



diner on your way to your parents. I have a freshly made lemon meringue pie for you.”Her mouth
watered at the thought of tart lemon filling piled high with meringue. “You didn’t have to do that,
but boy, I’m glad you did.”“The pie’s really just an excuse.” Morgan’s familiar sweet laugh rang
out. “I wanted to see you. It’s been way too long, Hope.”“Agreed, but I’m back for good now,
remember?” The call started to break up. Hope glanced at her phone. She was down to one bar.
“I’m about to lose you, but we’ll have plenty of time to catch up.”“Sounds perfect. Oh, and
Hope. . .” There was another extended pause on the line.“The call’s breaking up, Morgan. I’m
losing you.”“Wait—it’s probably nothing to worry. . .sent out. . .blue. . .”“Morgan. . . Morgan. . . I
can’t hear you. . .”The call cut out.Hope frowned at the inconvenience, but until she got closer to
town, cell phone service was going to be spotty at best. It was one of the joys of living on the
edge of nowhere that she was going to have to get used to all over again.A flash of light reflected
off of the side mirror of a car ahead of her. She shifted her attention to where the vehicle was
stopped along the shoulder of the two-lane highway flanked by desert shrubs. She slowed down
and pulled in behind the car before grabbing her phone, hoping for at least a bar or two. . .Nope.
Still nothing.She hopped out of the car then, hearing her father’s voice in her head, grabbed her
mace and dropped it into her pocket. A steady wind blew across the road, whipping up dust and
tumbleweeds. While this part of the state was sprinkled with hidden gems, historic sites, ghost
towns, and ranches, it was also remote enough that it was essential to carry an extra supply of
food, water, and fuel. Chances are, like too many other tourists, this one had ignored taking
precautions.She walked up to the two men standing next to the vehicle who were in their late
forties, maybe early fifties, and dressed in jeans and button-down shirts. “Hey. Are you guys
okay?”“I think so.” The taller of the two rested his hands on his hips, his jaw tense. “A deer ran out
in front of us and ran us off the road. The car died, and I can’t get it to start again.”“You’ve got
quite a bruise on your forehead,” Hope said.“I must have hit my head on the steering wheel, but
I’m okay.” He brushed his hand across his forehead, then glanced at the man next to him. “We’re
just a bit shaken.”Hope glanced at the open hood. “Do you mind if I take a look?”“Not at all.” The
second man spoke for the first time. “Something’s leaking.”She stepped in front of the engine
and quickly found the source of the problem. “Unfortunately, you’re right. It looks like on top of
the shattered headlight and cracked bumper, your radiator was punctured and the coolant has
leaked out.”The taller man frowned. “A leaky radiator means an overheated engine.”“Exactly. My
father taught me a few things about engines, but unfortunately fixing this is above my pay grade.”
Hope weighed their limited options. “Where are you headed?”“Shadow Ridge.”“Are you from
around here?” she asked.“No, just thought we’d try and see some of the sights this side of the
state. We heard there was an interesting adobe complex on the outside of town built back in the
early 1800s.”Hope nodded, but their answer struck her as odd. Shadow Ridge was rarely a
destination. Instead it was a dot on the map where tourists passed through when heading
somewhere else. And these guys—with their multiple tattoos and cowboy boots didn’t look like
tourists or star-gazers, and certainly not historians.“It’s a beautiful part of the state, though
Shadow Ridge isn’t exactly a hot spot,” she said. “I could give you a lift if you’d like. There’s a



small clinic if you want to get checked out, and you can also make arrangements for the tow
service to come get your car. Morgan’s Diner also happens to have the best pies west of
Austin.”“That would be great. And it’s Rowen, by the way.” The taller man reached out to shake
her hand. “Row for short. We really appreciate this. I guess we weren’t as prepared as we
thought we were.”“No problem. It’s hard to prepare for something like this.”“Tommy,” the shorter
man said, holding out his hand.“Hope McQuaid.”“McQuaid.” Row stopped halfway between the
cars and turned back to her. “Your father isn’t Garrett McQuaid, is he?”The question took her by
surprise. “You know him?”“He’s an old friend from college, actually. I’d heard he’d gone back to
west Texas and works in law enforcement.”Hope studied the man’s expression, trying to size up
the situation. Her father had always told her she was too trusting. That her desire to help people
was going to get her in trouble one day. She’d locked the handgun he’d given her in a safe and
forgotten about it, while keeping the mace he’d given her in her purse so she could say she had
it if he asked. He’d made sure she knew how to shoot, and three brothers had kept her and her
younger sister tough if they wanted to keep up with them. But her goal in life had always been to
heal. Not harm.Still, this. . .this is the exact situation her father had always warned her about. The
isolation. No other cars. No phone service. No one to hear her if she ended up having to scream
for help.“He’s now the police chief in Shadow Ridge.” Hope forced a smile. “Go Longhorns.”Row
laughed. “All the way.”Hope slipped her hand into her pocket and fumbled for the mace as a
fresh wave of panic pressed against her chest. She’d gone to UT but her father hadn’t. She had
no idea what game these two were playing, but if they’d really gone to school with her father,
they’d have known that. Her gaze shifted as she gripped the mace. How was it that she’d been
so caught up in the emotion of returning home she hadn’t noticed that Row was carrying a side
arm, or that Tommy had a bandaged injury on his arm she was pretty sure didn’t come from the
accident.The switch in Row’s expression was instantaneous. He grabbed his Glock in one
smooth motion and aimed it at her, seemingly reading her mind. “Drop whatever you’re reaching
for and put your hands out in front of you. Slowly. Because I think we’ve just found the answer to
our problem.”Hope swallowed hard. “What do you mean?”“Let’s just say your father has
something we want and now. . . Now we have something he wants.”She shook her head. “I still
don’t understand.”“We’re on our way to Shadow Ridge, but not to visit some historical site. We’re
headed there to make sure my brother doesn’t end up in the state penitentiary.” Row motioned at
her hand. “Drop whatever’s in your pocket on the ground, now, and let me see your hands.”She
hesitated, then pulled out the mace.“Slowly,” Row warned.She dropped it onto the ground, then
watched as Row kicked it into the brush.Blue.Morgan’s attempt to warn her clicked into place.
That had to be it. Morgan had said “blue” before the call had ended, as if she wanted to warn her
about something. A blue alert meant officers had been shot. How could she have been so
trusting?A car coming up behind them pulled from her thoughts.“Looks like we have company,”
Row said. “Which means you, little darlin’, better not do anything stupid like tip off who we are.
Or whoever that is will end up lyin’ in the ditch.”The car slowed down and pulled to a stop on the
shoulder behind them. The driver exited the vehicle and tugged on his baseball hat.Chase



Beckett?A dozen thoughts fought for her attention, but at the forefront was a growing terror that
she’d just dragged someone else—someone she’d once cared about—into this nightmare.“Is
everyone okay here?” Chase strode to the back of her car then stopped as he caught her gaze.
“Hope?”“We hit a deer and she offered to give us a ride into town,” Row said.“I told them Shadow
Ridge had a towing service and a diner with the best pumpkin pie in town.” Hope prayed that
somehow he’d get the message that, no, things were not all right.“I’d be happy to give the two of
you a lift.” Chase reached for the gun in his side holster, his instincts just as sharp as they’d
always been. But Row already had his Glock out.“I wouldn’t do that if I were you,” Row said,
pulling Hope against him. “Interesting that you two know each other. I guess what they say about
small towns is true. Everybody really does know everybody, which is definitely going to work to
my advantage.”“Rowen Hartman,” Chase said, the realization of who he was dealing with clear
on his face.“So you’ve heard of me. Then you also know I’m not afraid to pull the trigger. Try to be
a hero, and you’re dead,” Row said. He squeezed Hope’s arm. “When we get to Shadow Ridge,
you’re going to call your father and tell him to meet you at the diner in town.”“Why?”“Not because
I love pumpkin pie. Your father took my brother into custody, and I’m going to get him out.”“I know
you’re behind the string of armored truck robberies,” Chase said.“I never said either of us were
guilty. I just said I want my brother out of custody and you’re going to help me.” He squeezed
Hope’s arm again, harder this time. “Where are your car keys?” he demanded. “And while you’re
at it, dump your phone, and any weapons. Both of you.”Hope pulled her cell phone out of her
pocket.“Frisk them, Tommy.”After Tommy frisked them, Row pulled out zip ties, secured their
hands behind them, then shoved them toward the trunk of Hope’s car.“Get in there. Both of you,
and don’t try anything stupid. If you do, I promise you’ll regret it.”Hope landed hard inside the
trunk on her side with her hands behind her, facing Chase.A moment later, the trunk slammed
shut and everything went dark.CHAPTER THREEChase smashed his head against the side of
the trunk and winced. Staring into the darkness, he wished he could see her. Hope McQuaid, the
one girl he’d never truly gotten over, was back in Shadow Ridge. And he’d just managed to
completely bungle the situation.
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GABY, “Disappointed. I love Christian Suspense! Lisa Harris is one of my favorites. Her Fallout
Series Prequel, The Last Day, was a disappointment for several reasons. One, the story did not
always move smoothly. An example is on page 54 where Chase and the sheriff are following the
kidnappers. I read where Chase jumps in the drivers seat of his bosses car (the sheriff). As they
are traveling down the road, Chase is following the kidnapper's vehicle on his app while the
sheriff is driving and smacked his hand on the wheel. WHAT? I had to read the section a couple
of more times. Then I caught another distraction when I across a word that was missing a
letter.For some readers, these errors, maybe overlooked or ignored. But, for me, and possibly
other readers, this may slow them down when reading.I had noticed it when I was ordering the
book that it was not published by a major publishing house.. This did not concern be, since I
have read others by the author. I have realized, that for whatever reasons, many author's are
moving towards self publishing and I I realize that is done for many reasons. But well standing
author's should , maybe, consider having an editor read their manuscripts for mistakes like this
one, if they are going to self publish.I had also ordered book one in the series and was planning
on ordering the 3rd one. Hopefully book 1 will be better.When I am done, I donate my Christian
Fiction to our small town library for others to read.”

NanaC, “Short Quick Read. Lisa Harris Mystery Romances never fail to please. Except this one
was way too short. Curled up with a blanket in Florida (a rare moment) recovering from surgery
and this author’s books are a perfect distraction. I always enjoy her books and this is no
exception. I’m not one to give stories away in reviews so my hope is you will join me in reading
her books so she can continue writing. You won’t regret that decision.”

Ebook Library Reader, “What..... Why wasn't this available before Survivor? I've already read
Survivor and Hunted, ready for the third installment, and this comes along! While I am glad to
know how things started, and what happened to Chase, it would have been great to have this
info beforehand. Anyway, it's good but way too short. Thinking i maybe overpaid fof 76 pages.”

A Rethard, “Physical editing is off-putting.. The series presents very believable scenarios
following a devastating catastrophe. However these are not published by Revell, and the editing
is atrocious. A sentence stops in the middle of the line and continues on the next line. They
definitely need better proof-readers.”

Vickie Watts, “Novella with a Big Footprint. This little novella packs a big wallop with suspense,
romance and intense action! It is a perfect introduction to a new series, with a new hero, Deputy
Sheriff Chase Beckett. I really enjoyed getting to know the characters and how they were able to
outsmart the bad guys. There are chase scenes, a kidnapping, hostages and a jail break, all in
this little book. And when Chase meets up with a former girlfriend named Hope, romance comes



into the picture, too. This is a perfect prequel for the Fallout series and enticed me to preorder
the “Dangerous Pursuits” set of novellas that this short book is part of. This was like a Wild West
movie in which the director yelled, “Action” and it just started on page one and continued to the
end. Loved it!DisclaimerDisclosure of Material Connection: I received a complimentary copy of
this book from the author. I was not required to write a positive review. The opinions expressed
are my own. I am disclosing this in accordance with the Federal Trade Commission’s 16 CFR,
Part 255, “Guides Concerning the Use of Testimonials and Endorsements in Advertising.””

Mandy, “Great start to new Fallout series. Hope McQuaid is a big city doctor headed back to the
place she grew up and swore she'd never live again. Shadow Ridge, Hope's hometown, is just a
blip on the map in the middle of nowhere. If you don't prepare to get stranded on the way in or
out of town you can quickly find yourself in trouble.As Hope pulls over to help stranded
motorists, she quickly realizes her dad, Sheriff Garrett McQuaid, was right, she needs to be
prepared for anything and she's just a bit too trusting. As happy as she is to see, Chase, her high
school sweetheart, she wishes she had a way to warn him what he was walking in to.Chase
Beckett is one of two police officers in Shadow Ridge. He is well aware back-up is often too far
away. Just because Shadow Ridge is small doesn't mean they can't be prepared for when
trouble comes.Harris pulls you in to this small town's saga with The Last Day. The prequel to the
soon to be released Fallout Series is a story that packs it's own punch. It's captivating and left
me wanting more and anxiously awaiting the next installment of Survival.”

Linda R, “The Last Day (Fallout Prequel). Hope McQuaid and Chase Beckett fell in love as high
schoolers in the small rural town of Shadow Ridge, Texas. Still young, after graduation, each left
Shadow Ridge to pursue college and careers. Now, more than a decade later, both have made
the decision to return home. Hope is taking over as the town doctor and Chase is now the
deputy for her father, Garrett McQuaid, the police chief.Unfortunately, a gang of armored truck
robbers is in the area, and Hope arrives in the middle of Garrett and Chase's pursuit of them.
Lisa Harris delivers another action-packed romantic suspense story in The Last Day, the prequel
to her coming new series Fallout. The novella also contains bits of humor as old school meets
new school police work and Chase and Hope reminisce about their past.I received a free Kindle
copy of this book. I volunteered to read it and write a review.”

The book by Lisa Harris has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 227 people have provided feedback.
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